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Haven investment is a safe and profitable asset for investors during turbulent 

capital market conditions. Investors tend to divert investment in shares owned 

to safe-haven assets to secure investment value during the decline in value on 

the stock market. This study aims to obtain empirical evidence related to the 

ability of gold as a safe-haven investment in the State of Indonesia and the 

ability of gold as a safe-haven investment in the Philippines. The data used in 

this study is a daily return from the period January 1, 2018, to February 20, 

2020. Data analysis techniques used in this study use the Augmented Dickey-

Fuller (ADF) stationary test and the quantile regression analysis test with a 

quintile rate of 50%, 40%, 30%, 20%, and 10%. The results show that gold is 

a haven investment in Indonesia. Gold is a haven investment in the Philippines. 
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1   Introduction 

 

Investors make investments to get returns or dividends from their investments. Investment in shares is one investment 

with a high level of risk but can provide high returns, also known as high-risk high returns. Return and risk have a 

positive relationship (Hartono, 2008). The relationship between risk and return needs to be considered by investors to 

manage the existing risk to minimize the number of investment losses. Investment risk will increase during turbulent 

times of uncertainty in the capital market. 

Turbulent conditions that occur today are caused by a trade war between the United States and China that began in 

January 2018 until a peace agreement was reached by the two countries on February 15, 2020. The trade war was 

preceded by an entry tariff policy for imported Chinese products such as solar panels, solar panels, and washing 

machines by the President of the United States in January 2018. The trade war between the two countries resulted in 

changes in import tariff policies and investment restrictions between the two countries, which also affected globally. 

The trade war between the two countries has a large turbulent economic impact because the United States is a 

Superpower and China is one of the developed countries. 

The trade war caused a slowdown in global economic growth. Based on the WEO (World Economic Outlook) 

report by the IMF (International Monetary Fund) there has been a slowdown in global economic growth in 2018 and 

2019. Slowing global economic growth in 2019 by 3% which is the lowest economic growth since the crisis in 2008-

2009 (International Monetary Fund, 2019). Slowing economic growth is certainly hampering business processes, the 

stock market, and improving turbulent conditions in the market. 

Turbulent conditions will increase investor anxiety in investing in the stock market. Investors will try to find 

investment alternatives that are considered safe. The motivation of investors to look for safe-haven assets is to 

minimize risk exposure by having better quality assets during a severe market downturn (Bulut & Rizvanoghlu, 2019). 

Transferring assets to other assets that are safer and more liquid can stop the decline in the value of assets owned by 

investors (Agyei-Ampomah et al., 2014). So there is a tendency of investment run away from the stock market to safe-

haven assets during turbulent conditions. This is in line with the portfolio theory by Markowitz. Markowitz (1952), 

suggests portfolio theory which explains that in general risk can be reduced by combining several single securities into 

a portfolio. The main requirement to reduce risk is that returns from securities do not correlate positively and perfectly 

(Hartono, 2008). Investors can reduce portfolio risk by adding safe-haven assets to their portfolios. 

Haven investment is an asset that has no correlation or is negatively correlated with other assets or portfolios when 

economic shocks occur (Baur & Lucey, 2010; Ratnaningsih & Widanaputra, 2019). This means that assets in the safe-

haven investment category will not have the same movements as other assets during economic shocks (Ciner et al., 

2013), which in this case is the value of the stock index. This has made safe-haven assets a safe choice for investors 

during turbulent times. Various assets are considered capable of becoming a haven investment, one of which is gold. 

The results of the study by Ghazali et al. (2015); Bekiros et al. (2017), who discovered that gold could not play a 

role as a safe-haven investment. Different results were found in the results of research by Chen & Wang (2019); Hunt 

et al. (2018); Boubaker et al. (2020); Robiyanto (2018); Gürgün & Ünalmiş (2014), who discovered that gold could 

be a haven investment asset. Empirical results related to the ability of gold as a haven are still diverse. There are still 

inconsistencies in the results of research related to the ability of gold as a safe-haven asset. So it is important to do a 

re-test related to the ability of gold as a safe-haven investment in Indonesia and the Philippines. 

Indonesia and the Philippines were chosen as research locations due to the limited empirical results related to the 

ability of gold as a safe-haven investment in both countries, both countries have a stock index value that is close to 

when compared to other countries, besides, Indonesia and the Philippines are members of ASEAN, so it is considered 

to deserve to be compared. 

 

Portfolio Theory 

 

Portfolio theory is an investment approach initiated by Markowitz (1952). The portfolio theory deals with investor 

estimates of risk and returns expectations that are measured statistically to create an investment portfolio. The portfolio 

theory assumes that rational investors refuse to increase risk without the expected increase in returns. The relationship 

between risks received and expected returns are the basis for modern lending and investment decisions. The greater 

the risk of an investment or loan, the greater the desired rate of return to cover the risk. Management of investment 

funds in this way will form an optimal portfolio. Markowitz describes how to combine assets into optimal portfolio 

diversification. Portfolio risk can be reduced by adding the number of types of assets to a portfolio that has a different 

level of risk and does not have a perfect positive correlation. The basis of the Markowitz portfolio model is to provide 
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input to investors to minimize risk and maximize expected returns on each investment decision. Diversification can be 

done by selecting stocks from different sectors or adding other asset classes to reduce total portfolio risk. 

 

Signaling Theory 

 

Signal theory originated from Akerlof (1978), entitled "The Market for Lemons" which introduced the term 

asymmetric information. Akerlof found that there were differences in the amount of information held between the 

buyer and seller, which in this case was between the company and the investor. Investors generally have less 

information than companies. Companies tend to provide information (signals) to investors to increase investor 

understanding and trust regarding company conditions. Complete, relevant, accurate, and timely information is needed 

by investors in making decisions. Signal theory in this study explains that in turbulent conditions in the capital market 

there will be many negative signals that cause concern for stock investors to invest. Concerned stock investors will 

tend to shift their investment to safe-haven investment to secure the value of their investments. 

 

Safe Haven Investment 

 

Kaul & Sapp (2006), define haven as an attractive asset for investors when market conditions are experiencing 

uncertainty. The broad definition of a safe haven is an asset with low market risk and high liquidity that is chosen when 

investors feel fear of market losses (Flavin et al., 2014). During turbulence in the capital market when prices of other 

instruments fall, investors will try to shift their investment from one asset class to a safer and more liquid asset class. 

This action is important so that investors can stop the decline in the value of their investments (Agyei-Ampomah et 

al., 2014). 

Baur & Lucey (2010), define haven investment more quantitatively, stating that haven investment is an asset that has 

zero or negative correlation with other assets or portfolios during turbulent periods in the financial markets. Haven 

investment is different from hedging, where hedging is an asset that has no correlation or is negatively correlated with 

other assets or portfolios in normal market conditions (Baur & Lucey, 2010). Hedging assets generally have a positive 

correlation when the market is shaking and negatively correlated when normal market conditions (Robiyanto et al., 

2017). Haven investment is only negatively correlated or uncorrelated during economic shocks and does not apply to 

normal conditions and long periods. This means that the value of safe-haven investment assets tends to move up or 

stable when stock prices in the capital market decline or turbulent. 

 

Gold as a haven investment in Indonesia and the Philippines 

 

For centuries gold was used as a universal payment and a means of accumulating wealth as well as financial assets 

(Putra et al., 2018). Gold is seen as a financial asset because gold has been used as a financial or economic standard, 

foreign exchange reserves, and even the main payment instruments in several countries (Dee et al., 2013). Gold can 

protect the portfolio value from extreme currency shocks, provides diversification benefits, is resistant to inflationary 

shocks, and stock price declines (Reboredo & Rivera-Castro, 2014; Arouri et al., 2015). Gold has a long history as a 

haven investment. Gold prices even tend to move against the conditions of the capital market, this makes gold a safe 

alternative investment for investors (Wang, 2012). Following the definition of safe-haven investment by Baur & Lucey 

(2010), safe-haven investment is an asset that has no correlation or is negatively correlated with other assets or 

portfolios when economic shocks occur so that gold is considered to have the potential to be a haven investment. 

The results of the study by Chen & Wang (2019); Hunt et al. (2018); Boubaker et al. (2020), found that gold could 

be a haven investment asset. Specifically, the results of research by Robiyanto (2018), found that gold can be a haven 

investment in the State of Indonesia. Gürgün & Ünalmiş (2014), found that gold could be a haven asset in the 

Philippines. Based on this explanation, several hypotheses are formulated as follows. 

H1a: Gold can be a safe haven investment in Indonesia 

H1b: Gold can be a safe haven investment in the Philippines. 

 

 

2   Materials and Methods 

 

The study was conducted by observing the daily return value of gold in Indonesia in Rupiah, gold in the Philippines in 

PESO, shares in Indonesia represented by the IHSG, shares in the Philippines represented by PSEi. The price of gold 
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used is the price of gold per gram. The research observation period starts from January 2018-20 February 2020 with a 

total of 521 trading days. Stock returns are calculated by using the closing value of the stock closing price so that data 

stability testing is needed. Data stability testing uses the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test developed by Dickey 

& Fuller (1979). After the data is stable, a quantile regression test is performed with Eviews. Quantile regression testing 

uses quantile levels of 50%, 40%, 30%, 20% and 10% 

Quantile regression testing for gold in the Indonesian capital market based on the following formula: 

 

RGoldIDR,t  =  α + β1 RIHSG(Q50%, 40%, 30%, 20%, 10%) + ɛ..................... (1) 

 

Quantile regression testing for gold in the Philippine capital market based on the following formula: 

 

RGoldPESO,t  =  α + β1 RPSEi(Q50%, 40%, 30%, 20%, 10%) + ɛ..................... (2) 

 

Information: 

Gold IDR  =  Gold denominated in Indonesian Dollar 

Gold PESO  =  Gold denominated in PESO 

IHSG  =  Indonesian State stock index 

PSEi  =  Philippine State stock index. 

 

 

3   Results and Discussions 

 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test 

Table 1 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller stationary test results 

 

No Variable t-Statistic 
Critical Point 

Probability 
1% Level 5% Level 10% Level 

1 JCI -22.05622 -3.442722 -2.866889 -2.56968 0* 

2 PSEi -22.93517 -3.442722 -2.866889 -2.56968 0* 

3 Gold IDR -4.327895 -3.442945 -2.866988 -2.569733 0.0004* 

4 Gold_PESO -24.17743 -3.442722 -2.866889 -2.56968 0* 

* Significant at the 1% level 

Secondary Data, 2020 

 

The test results show that all variables used in the study passed the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test, where the t-statistic 

value is smaller than the critical point value and the probability value is smaller than α (0.05). All data shows that the 

root unit is not present in the sample data in sequence, the data is said to be stationary and can be used in research. 

 

Hypothesis Testing 

 

Table 2 shows the results of the quantile regression test with a significance level of 10% for the Indonesian capital 

market. 

 

Table 2 

Quantile regression test results for the Indonesian and Philippine capital markets 

 

 
quantile 

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 

C 0.000527 -0.001254 -0.003362 -0.005453 -0.008393 

Gold IDR -0.06099 -0.073166 -0.099165** -0.00065 -0.006424 
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C 7.90E-05 -0.001463 -0.003091 -0.005276 -0.008327 

Gold PESO -0.076638** -0.071937* -0.053538* -0.022573 0.015074 

Secondary Data, 2020 

 

The results of the analysis using quantile regression showed that the JCI return had a significant effect on the return of 

gold denominated in Rupiah at the 30% quantile level (Prob Quasi-LR 0.032 <0.10) and had a negative correlation 

coefficient. JCI return does not significantly influence the return of gold in Rupiah at the quantile level of 50%, 40%, 

20%, 10% (Prob Quasi-LR> 0.10). Gold is a haven investment in Indonesia at a 30% quantile level because it has a 

significant influence and a negative correlation value, this is following the definition of haven by Baur & Lucey (2010), 

which states that safe-haven assets are not correlated or negatively correlated with other assets. Gold is a haven 

investment in turbulent capital market conditions and as turbulent conditions increase, the ability of gold as a haven 

will disappear. In extreme turbulent conditions, investors in Indonesia no longer see gold as a haven and choose other 

safe-haven assets. The results of this study indicate that gold can be a haven investment in Indonesia. The results of 

this study support hypothesis 1a (H1a). The results of this study support previous research by Chen & Wang (2019); 

Hunt et al. (2018), Boubaker et al. (2020); Robiyanto (2018), who discovered that gold is a haven investment. 

The results of the analysis with quantile regression for the Philippine capital market show that PSEi return has a 

significant effect on gold return in PESO at the quantile level of 50%, 40%, and 30% (Prob Quasi-LR <0.10) and has 

a negative correlation coefficient. PSEi return has no significant effect on gold returns in PESO at the quantile level of 

20% and 10% (Prob Quasi-LR> 0.10). Gold is a haven investment in the Philippines at a quintile of 50%, 40%, and 

30% because it has a significant influence and a negative correlation value, this is following the definition of haven by 

Baur & Lucey (2010), which states that safe-haven assets are not correlated or negatively correlated with other assets. 

Gold is a haven investment in turbulent capital market conditions and as turbulent conditions increase, the ability of 

gold as a haven will disappear. In extreme turbulent conditions, investors in the Philippines will look for an alternative 

safe-haven investment other than gold, so that gold is no longer a haven investment in extremely turbulent conditions. 

The results of this study indicate that gold can be a haven investment in the Philippines. The results of this study 

support the hypothesis 1b (H1b). The results of this study support previous research by Chen & Wang (2019); Hunt et 

al. (2018); Boubaker et al. (2020); Gürgün & Ünalmiş (2014), who discovered that gold is a haven investment. 

 

 

4   Conclusion 

 

Based on the results of the analysis it can be concluded that (1) gold can be a haven investment in the State of Indonesia, 

(2) gold can be a haven investment in the Philippines. Investors in Indonesia and the Philippines should add gold to 

the portfolio when the capital market experiences turbulent conditions. Gold that has a negative correlation with stocks 

will be able to minimize the decline in the value of the portfolio. When turbulent market conditions improve, investors 

are advised to switch their investments to other safe-haven assets. This is due to the movement of gold returns tend to 

move in the direction of stock returns, so that in extremely turbulent conditions gold is no longer able to become a 

haven investment. Based on the analysis several suggestions can be given for further research. This study is limited to 

testing only at the quantile level of 50%, 40%, 30%, 20%, 10%, it is recommended that in the future it can use lower 

quantile levels such as 5%, 2.5%, and 1%. This research is limited to only testing the gold assets, in the future can use 

other assets that are considered capable of becoming a haven investment. 
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